Sentences
Circle the word in parentheses that correctly completes each
sentence.
1. Cook for a minimum of 2 hours, or until the meat is (tough/tender/calm).

2. The (hardness/instability/doubt) of a material is how strong or resistant to wear
it is.
3. We had to be mindful of every step we took on the (safe/secure/slippery)
sidewalk.
4. We couldn't play outdoors because of the (dull/intense/slow) heat.

5. During my (future/old/recent) trip to South America, I made several new
friends.
6. We were only able to make a (precise/exact/rough) estimate of how much gas
we needed for the car trip.
7. My children wear out their shoes (quickly/eventually/slowly) so we have to buy
new shoes several times a year.
8. She (hurried/waited/moved) behind after class to talk to the teacher.

9. The children's faces were (clean/smooth/sticky) with chocolate.

10. The development of the computer industry has been very
(rapid/sluggish/leisurely).
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